ARGENTINE S t y l e

RELIGION VS
OPEN MINDS

Argentines have a long and
complicated relationship with
Catholicism. It is after all, the
country where the Pope is a
national; yet its ex-President
successfully championed and
delivered equal, gay-marriage,
calling the Church ‘medieval’
in the process. It is best put
this way – Argentines love
their traditions, but they also
value a worldly, progressive
and open-minded way of life.
Clothes: White cotton shirt, white
dress trousers and black patent
leather shoes, all El Burgués
Location: La Recoleta Cemetery

ESPIRITU
ARGENTINO
Photography & Art Direction Martin Perry
Styling Sophie Lloyd at Shop Hop B.A.
GROOMING Marcos Caceres
Model Camilo AlvArez at DHR Models
shot on location in Argentina
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ARGENTINE S t y l e

WEATHER

Being such a large country that
spans from Tropical to Antarctic,
it’s very hard to define the climate
of Argentina. However, it has
four distinct seasons, with warm
summers and gorgeous, mild
springs and autumns – giving a
long and versatile travel season.
Clothes: Printed swim shorts, Ropa
Revolver, sunglasses, RayBan
Location: FOUR SEASONS,
Buenos Aires

POLO

While it remains a pursuit of
the elite, Argentines love polo
and consider it to be as much
part of their identity as Tango is.
Many Argentinian men of
distinction will be a member
of an exclusive polo club,
although they may never really
play the sport – spectating is
considered partaking.
Clothes: White polo shirt, white riding
jeans and brown leather polo boots,
all La Martina
Location: FOUR SEASONS,
Buenos Aires
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ARGENTINE S t y l e

CONTEMPORARY
CAPITAL

Buenos Aires has long been
touted as the Paris of South
America. But more than just
Paris, it’s London, New York,
Milan and Madrid. It is a melting
pot of the world’s best capitals;
as such being able to take the
best from each, making for a
fascinating and eclectic Arts and
Culture, Fashion, Gastronomic
and Nightlife scene.
Clothes: Printed silk bow tie, brown
leather shoes, blue suit and Italian
cotton shirt, all La Restinga
Location: LA RESTINGA Concept
Store, Palermo
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WINE COUNTRY

Mendoza Malbec comes to mind,
or to mouth, when you think
of Argentina. Yes, there is no
doubt that Mendoza produces
the world’s famous Malbec, but
it also does great Pinot Noir
and Cabernet Sauvignon. White
wine lovers will enjoy Torrontés.
Salta, Cafayate and the Rio Negro
are also emerging viticulture
destinations.
Striped Italian cotton shirt, brown
leather belt and stone coloured jeans,
all La Restinga
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ARGENTINE S t y l e

TANGO

It is almost impossible to avoid
the sultry, sensual art of the
Tango. Many associate it with
the passionate dance that you’ll
see in Milongas up and down the
country, but actually it was the
music that developed first.
When Argentinian-born Tango
music captivated the nation,
Argentines perfected the dance.
The very best dancers have long
been the male-male couples, just
as it was first danced in the
country’s port cities.
Clothes: Black dress pants, black
braces, white cotton shirt and black
patent leather shoes, all El Burgués
Location: LA MANSIÓN, FOUR
SEASONS, Buenos Aires

ADVENTURE

Argentina offers an abundance
of adventurous experiences
for the avid explorer. The
countryside is for the taking –
from the mountains of Salta, to
snowshoeing in Patagonia; from
experiencing Gaucho culture
on horseback in the interiors,
to mingling with penguins and
whales in Ushuaia.
Straw hat and khaki shirt, both Ropa
Revolver, brown leather backpack,
Roque Bags, jeans, model’s own
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THE ECONOMY

Argentina has had a bit of a rough
ride since the 2001 crisis. But for
travellers, the highly favourable
exchange rate, coupled with
the creativity that emerged as a
result of a closed economy, made
it a fantastic place to visit. With a
new administration in place just
as we arrived here, things are set
to change and there is a spirit of
optimism – but how that pans out
has yet to be seen.
Grey suit, white cotton shirt and black
patent leather shoes, all El Burgués,
red leather weekend bag, Roque Bags,
sunglasses, RayBan
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